OPEN.LAB 21
Circle B is committed to make OCP Infrastructure more accessible to potential
adopters in Europe. Organisations that want to test their workloads on Open
Compute Project certified hardware are able to test and deploy them in our Open
Lab environment. As systems provisioning and management tools are also tightly
coupled with the hardware it makes it challenging to manage multiple vendor
solutions in a single environment. Our demo center is equipped with the latest
open hardware platforms available in the market today.
To test, validate and...adopt.

more information | www.circleb.eu/openlab21

CENTRALLY LOCATED
Open.Lab 21 is located in the digital gateway of
Europe: the Netherlands. It is located right in
the heart of Europe's single market at a highly
connected internet junction. The location is
centrally located close to the most direct
destination connected airport in Europe.

PURPOSE BUILT DATA FLOOR
Open.Lab 21 is located in Switch Datacenters: a
newly deployed data hall built specifically with
OCP Infrastructure in mind. It combines indirect
adiabatic cooling with direct heat recovery in a
highly scalable manner.

MAXIMISE YOUR DENSITY
A 21" rack does a better job of packing
compute, storage, and networking gear in data
centers and provide a better airflow over
components. Did you know you can increase
your capacity load per rack by 30% just by
adding 2" without significant compromise?

TEST YOUR SOFTWARE
We know that hardware and software is often
tightly coupled. You want to get the best
performance out of your system. Therefor we
welcome independent software vendors to
validate their solutions on open hardware
platforms we offer.

ON SITE EXPERTISE
While Open Compute hardware may be new
endeavour for you, Circle B has been in
working as an integrator for years and has built
both knowledge and hands-on field experience.
When setting up your lab environment rest
assure Circle B is here to help.

READY TO REVOLUTIONIZE YOUR IT INFRASTRUCTURE?

Circle B [ info@circleb.eu ]

